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A sampling of different “green” job titles and descriptions 
// Hydrogen Fuel Cell Engineer: Designs, constructs, and maintains hydrogen fuel cell equipment and components 
// Solar Hot Water Manufacturing Technician Manufactures solar hot water heaters, parts and equipment 
// Wind Farm Electrical Systems Designer: Design underground and overhead wind farm collector systems and prepare and develop sites 
// Bioenergy Feedstock Production Labourer Responsible for gathering wood products and wastes for the production of bioenergy 
// Hybrid/Electric Vehicle Mechanic: Repairs hybrid and electric vehicles, powertrains and controls 
// Power Electronics Assembler/Tester: Builds and assesses solid-state electronics used for the conversion and manipulation of electric power 
// Smart Grid Engineer: Addresses complex problems in the electric power delivery infrastructure related to grid modernization 
// Instrumentation and Controls Technician: Responsible for installing and maintaining instruments and controls to monitor power distribution 
// Commercial/Industrial Energy Manager: Provides advice to clients on how to reduce energy consumption and increase efficiencies 
// Green Real Estate Brokers: Oversees transactions for renting, selling, buying green properties and can arrange loans for prospective buyers 
// Green Home Renovator:Specializes in home improvements, construction and repair with expertise in green building standards. 
// Landscape Technician: Actively involved in the processes of landscape development, construction, horticulture, maintenance, and associated 
technologies 
// Urban Planner: Develops short- and long-term comprehensive plans and programs for sustainable development, growth, revitalization and 
utilization of land and physical facilities of cities and metropolitan areas to maximize quality of life for the community  and its residents 
// Ecological Restoration Planner: Collaborates with biology professionals and field technicians with the implementation of restoration projects 
// Horticulturalist: Specializes in the science of plant cultivation, with expertise in the production, and breeding, as well as plant biochemistry and 
plant physiology 
// Renewable Energy Consultant: Assesses industry trends and related implications, monitors product developments and preferences, examines 
emerging technologies and advises clients on practical solutions 
// Waste Reduction Consultant: Specializes in strategy development to reduce, reuse and recycle waste and streamline operations 
// GHG Emissions Verifier:Conducts data audits of reported GHG emissions inventories 
// Carbon Emissions Trading Specialist: An accountant who specializes in using a market-based approach to promote emission reductions within 
industries and the global marketplace 
// Clean Technology Venture Capital Investment Analyst: Identifies and evaluates investment opportunities and provides guidance regarding 
investment decisions (see www.globeadvisors.ca) please visit: http://bcgreeneconomy.globeadvisors.ca/green-jobs.aspx 
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